Environmental Services Week Social Media Toolkit

Join the conversation on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. The Environmental Services Week Social Media toolkit contains suggested posts and a banner for you to share on your accounts or to provide to your organization's social media team. Don't forget to include the hashtag #EVSWeek in your Twitter posts.

Social Media Copy

Environmental Services Week is September 11-17! Follow #EVSWeek with AHE to learn how environmental services professionals help your organization.

During #EVSWeek, make sure to celebrate the integral role that environmental services professionals have in delivering safe and clean environments of care!

Environmental Services Week is a time to show appreciation for the dedicated EVS personnel that ensure health care facilities across the country are clean, safe places for patients, their families and other staff members.

The last few years changed everything – now more than ever, a clean environment is recognized as a critical component of health care. Join me in celebrating Environmental Services Week by thanking the EVS professionals at your organization!

In honor of Environmental Services Week, take some time to learn about the environmental services professionals in your organization and community! The Association for the Health Care Environment has helpful resources and toolkits to recognize the importance of EVS professionals.

I’m joining the Association for the Health Care Environment in celebration of #EVSWeek! This week is dedicated to recognizing EVS personnel and their advancement towards safe and clean health care.
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